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I. Introduction 
 
Common Sense Media (“Common Sense”) is pleased to submit these comments in 

response to the Request for Public Comment on the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC” or 

“Commission”) Implementation of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule (“COPPA”).1  

Common Sense is a national, independent, nonpartisan voice for America’s children, working to 

ensure that every child has the opportunity to thrive in the 21st century.   

In light of the technological advancements in the children’s marketplace, the FTC has 

asked the public to submit comments on major provisions of the COPPA Rule. Since the COPPA 

Amendments in 2013, children’s use of technology has changed drastically, including the rise of 

virtual reality headsets, toys that connect to the internet (“smart toys”), and voice-activated 

virtual assistant devices like Amazon Echo and Google Home.2  The use of technology in and by 

schools continues to rise. And data mining, profiling, and targeting capabilities are equally 

expansive.   

Common Sense believes that, within its statutory confines, the COPPA rule has largely 

kept pace with these technological changes. Indeed, from Common Sense’s perspective, children 

and families would be best served by a Commission focus on increased enforcement, including 

on the aspects of COPPA that go beyond basic notice/consent, and a 6(b) study of the industry.  

In our view, the most important text to update is the Congressional statute itself, and to that end 

we support the bipartisan COPPA 2.0.  COPPA 2.0 offers an excellent example of the 

protections young people need: in addition to putting families in the driver’s seat regarding 

information collection, use, and disclosure, COPPA 2.0 extends protections to teens and contains 

additional safeguards (and, for young children, flat prohibitions) around targeted and behavioral 

                                                
1 Common Sense Media would like to thank the Glushko-Samuelson Intellectual Property Law Clinic and student 
attorneys Kristen Canales, Eli Sulkin, Kiara Ortiz and Jenna Russo for their assistance in the research and drafting of 
this comment. Ipclinic.org. 
2 Common Sense Census: Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight, 1,3 (2017). 
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marketing; it would enhance the privacy and security protections  of vulnerable connected 

devices that families are bringing inside their homes; and it offers new resources and authority to 

the FTC to focus on examining the industry and enforcing these protections.3 

In response to the FTC’s request, we offer our findings and suggestions regarding the 

effectiveness of the current COPPA Rule.  The remainder of this section describes Common 

Sense’s efforts and how kids use and consume media and tech today; Section II provides a 

general overview of the current state of the edtech marketplace, and identifies privacy and 

transparency concerns that highlight the need for strong safeguards; Section III outlines the 

school exception to obtaining verifiable parental consent, and argues that the exception should be 

strictly limited to educational purposes; Section IV demonstrates how broadly interpreting 

“actual knowledge” and “directed to children” can help better protect children’s online privacy 

and safety; Section V illustrates the benefits of wider and more robust COPPA enforcement; and 

Section VI advocates for the application of the FTC’s 6(b) authority to better understand the 

children’s digital marketplace. In sum, the FTC should address any ambiguities in favor of 

children’s wellbeing, not companies’ profits. 

 

a. Common Sense Media Helps Kids and Families Thrive 
 

Since launching 15 years ago, Common Sense has helped millions of families and kids—

of all socio-economic backgrounds and zip codes-- think critically and make smart, responsible 

choices about the media they create and consume. We have established the largest and most 

trusted library of age-appropriate family media ratings and reviews (30,000+ titles) covering all 

media types that reach 100+ million users across the country. Additionally, Common Sense’s 

innovative K-12 digital citizenship curriculum is currently being used in nearly 50% of US 

schools. Common Sense also continues to elevate the needs of children and families in state and 

federal public policy decision-making. And Common Sense’s research reports are helping fuel 

discussions of how media and technology are impacting kids and families today.  

Privacy has been a major focus for Common Sense for the past decade. From our own 

research and our on-the-ground work with families, we know that the overwhelming majority are 

concerned about privacy: More than nine in 10 parents and teens think it’s important that 

                                                
3 Markey, Ed. S. 748 Expand Digital Privacy Protections for Children (COPPA 2.0) (2019) 
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websites clearly label what data they collect and how it will be used.4 Kids' privacy is essential to 

their safety and well-being, which is why we advocate for comprehensive data privacy and 

security protections for all consumers, especially our kids. Common Sense was a cosponsor of 

the 2018 California Consumer Privacy Act, which made California the first state to give 

consumers online control over their personal information so that they can better protect their 

privacy, with special protections for kids under 16. We have also supported state and federal 

legislation that expands protections for families, young people, and students.  

 

b. Children Are the Most Tracked and Surveilled Generation, Ever 
 

Common Sense actively evaluates families’ privacy preferences and what protections are 

currently available.  Children today face surveillance unlike any other generation – their every 

movement online and off can be tracked by potentially dozens of different companies and 

organizations. Privacy concerns are particularly acute for kids:  Ninety-eight percent of children 

under 8 in America have access to a mobile device at home.5 American teens consume an 

average of 9 hours a day of media, and half of teens report feeling addicted to their devices.6 

Further, kids are prone to sharing and impulsive behavior, are more susceptible to advertising, 

and are less able to understand what may happen to their personal information. 

 

II. Common Sense’s Extensive Research Find Substantial Privacy and Security 
Concerns with EdTech Services  
 
Imagine waking up to a text message that reads, “[y]our child is still so innocent. Don’t 

have anyone look outside.”7 You then open your email to find a ransom letter written by a hacker 

group which states, “[w]e know who you are . . . We know everything about your schools and 

the children in them. We have educated ourselves and made ourselves aware of your entire lives. 

Imagine if we published all your sensitive behavioral reports from your counselors and social 

workers on the open internet. Imagine if we published student grades and even shoddy student 

                                                
4 Common Sense Media, Privacy Matters: Protecting Digital Privacy for Parents and Kids (2018) See Appendix A. 
5 Id.  
6 Id. 
7 Ms. Smith, Dark Overlord Hacks Schools Across the U.S., Texts Threats Against Kids to Parents, (Oct. 9, 2017), 
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3230975/dark-overlord-hacks-schools-across-us-texts-threats-against-kids-to-
parents.html. 
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work.”8 Parents of children in Iowa’s Johnston Community School District do not have to 

imagine this scenario.  They lived it on October 2, 2017. Children elsewhere are living other 

nightmarish scenarios, where their every thought, conversation, and movement is monitored. 

Indeed, a recent Washington Post article outlined how edtech tools, such as a software tool called 

e-hall pass, can often lack privacy protections and controls while collecting intimate data on 

students, like bathroom visits, intrusions that would have previously been unthinkable.9   

More and more children’s data is collected, used, and shared simply as a result of seeking 

an education.  And data practices of the companies schools and students share information with 

are of increasing concern to parents, educators, and policymakers. In 2019, Common Sense 

released our 2019 State of EdTech Privacy Report (“2019 Report”), the culmination of 

researching hundreds of education technology-related applications over a three-year period.10 

Our report evaluated 150 privacy policies from the most popular edtech applications and services 

in 2019.11 This report built off of previous work, and came at a time that reflected a sea change 

in privacy, as 2018 was a groundbreaking year. The Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal 

broke, Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) went into effect, and California 

passed the California Consumer Privacy Protection Act (“CCPA”).12 As a result of increased 

consumer awareness, recent legislation, the Facebook scandal, and data privacy advocacy, 56% 

of the edtech applications and services surveyed in Common Sense’s 2019 Report updated their 

privacy policies to better comply with federal, international, and state laws.13 While the 2019 

Report indicates edtech applications’ improved COPPA compliance, unfortunately pervasive 

issues remain in the classroom, where children are a captive audience and disclose their personal 

data in return for their education. Only 20% of the apps or services met our minimum criteria for 

                                                
8 Id. 
9 Kelly, Heather. “School Apps Track Students from Classroom to Bathroom, and Parents Are Struggling to Keep 
Up.”  (Oct 29 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/10/29/school-apps-track-students-
classroom-bathroom-parents-are-struggling-keep-up/?arc404=true. 
10 Id. at 1.  
11 Id. at 3 (determining the top 150 edtech applications or services from interviews with teachers, schools, school 
districts, and total App Store downloads during the last 12 months).   
12 See); In re Facebook, File No. 092-3184, Agreement Containing Consent Order (July 24, 2019); General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (2018); Cal. Civ. Code §§1798.100-1798.199 (2018).   
13 Common Sense Media, 2019 State of EdTech Privacy Report, 1, 17 (2019). 
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transparency and quality in their policies with a designation of “Use Responsibly.”14 While this 

represents a 10% increase from our findings in the 2018 report, it is still not enough.15   

The results of the report establish that although edtech applications and services’ privacy 

policies and data security measures improved in nearly every major privacy category, 

widespread lack of transparency and inconsistent privacy and security practices for products 

intended for children and students remain.16 As a result, determining compliance with COPPA, 

and attempts to enforce it, can be difficult. Additionally, the 2019 Report’s findings, distilled 

below, indicate a likelihood of widespread non-compliance under COPPA.  

 
a. Common Sense Study Reveals Widespread Transparency Issues: EdTech 

Services Fail to Disclose How Data is Collected, Used, and Secured, Violating 
COPPA 
 

Many edtech services should qualify as operators under COPPA. (See further discussion 

of operators in Section IV below.) Nonetheless, our research shows that companies continue to 

skirt COPPA regulation and fail to comply with various requirements under the rule.   

In nearly every category surveyed in the 2019 Report, a lack of transparency and unclear 

practices by edtech applications and services exists.  Edtech services either fail to include a 

detailed privacy policy or do not sufficiently define safeguards to protect child and/or student 

information.17  Edtech services’ inadequate transparency is particularly concerning considering 

the services specifically target children and students.   

 
i. Approximately 47% of EdTech Services Collect Children’s Personal 

Information for Third-Party Marketing 
 

The FTC requires operators who use or disclose children’s personal information for its 

own commercial purposes to obtain verifiable parental consent.18 Approximately 47% of edtech 

services collect personal and non-personal data for third-party marketing services.19 An 

additional 21% of edtech services are unclear about their data collection usage and practices for 

                                                
14 Id. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. at 5.  
17 Common Sense Media, supra note 9, at 1. 
18 Id.	at	§ M Q 2. 
19 Common Sense Media, supra note 9 at 88. 
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third-party marketing purposes.20 In total, 68% of the edtech services surveyed may not be in 

compliance with COPPA.21 The lack of compliance and transparency is concerning due to edtech 

services’ child-specific focus.   

 
ii. Half of EdTech Services Inadequately Secure Students’ Data  

 
Approximately 50% of edtech services inadequately secure students’ data.22 Considering 

the surveyed applications and services’ educational focus and child-specific content, as well as 

the highly sensitive information some applications and services collect, the lack of adequate 

security measures is concerning. While 36% responded that third-parties are required to 

implement the same level of security measures as the vendor, approximately 63% of the 

applications and services we evaluated are unclear about their agreements.23 Moreover, 

approximately 58% of services surveyed are unclear about whether the data collected is 

encrypted while in storage.24 Since a significant portion of data breaches are the result of hacks 

targeted at third-parties who hold data, the lack of sufficient encryption and security measures 

increases the risk of exposing children’s personal information.  

 
iii. 8 in 10 of EdTech Companies Collect Personal Information for Third-Party 

Analytics and Tracking 
 

The amount of edtech services sharing children’s personal information with third parties 

is very concerning. Approximately 80% of the services evaluated “share collected information 

with third parties for analytics and tracking purposes.”25 Further, approximately 17% of edtech 

services are unclear about their third-party information sharing practices.26 In total, potentially 

96% of edtech services are sharing children’s data with third parties. In addition to the concern 

about compliance, sharing user data with third parties significantly increases the risk of data 

breaches. By sharing data with third parties, children's data is at greater risk of resale to third-

parties, as well as hacking and exposure. While an edtech service may take significant efforts to 

                                                
20 Id.  
21 F.T.C.,	supra note 14, § M Q 2. 
22Common Sense Media, 2019 State of EdTech Privacy Report (2019), 104 
23 Common Sense Media, supra note 9, at 55. 
24 Id. at 58.  
25 Id. at 47. 
26 Id. at 48. 
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protect and secure its data, the security measures of 58% of third parties is unclear.27 The 79% of 

services that share data with third parties, in combination with the lack of clarity regarding third-

party security measures is concerning. While edtech services’ own security measures may be 

sufficient, hackers often target third parties.28 The lack of transparent third-party security 

practices results in significant vulnerabilities of students’ information.  

 
iv. A Quarter of EdTech Companies Lack Transparency Regarding Practices 

to Obtain Verifiable Parental Consent 
 

COPPA requires an operator to obtain affirmative, verifiable parental consent prior to 

collecting, using, or disclosing personal information from children under the age of 13.29  

COPPA Section 312.2 defines verifiable consent as receiving notice “of the operator’s personal 

information collection, use, and disclosure practices; and authorizes any collection, use, and/or 

disclosure of the personal information.”30  The FTC outlines a list of acceptable, but not 

exhaustive, parental consent mechanisms including obtaining electronic scans of signed parental 

consent forms, video-conferencing, use of government-issued identification, alternative payment 

systems (such as debit cards and electronic payment systems), and knowledge-based 

authentication questions.31 The FTC’s COPPA FAQ (“FAQs”) address COPPA in the 

educational context, and state that if an operator intends to use children’s data for commercial 

purposes, and not for the use benefit of the school, parental consent is required.32    

According to our 2019 Report, 40% of edtech services do not obtain parental consent and 

an additional 24% of services are unclear about whether they obtain verifiable parental consent 

before collecting, using, or disclosing children’s and students’ data.33 Despite the increase in 

company disclosure from 2018, there is still a widespread lack of transparency around whether 

general audience consumer focused applications and services obtain verifiable parental consent.  

Further, “32%, and 29% respectively of nontransparent responses from applications and services 

                                                
27 Id. at 58.  
28 See Target Settles 2013 Hacked Customer Data Breach for $18.5 Million, NBC NEWS, (May 24, 2018) 
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/target-settles-2013-hacked-customer-data-breach-18-5-million-
n764031 (explaining that hackers exploited Target’s third-party vendors). 
29 16 C.F.R. § 312.5. 
30 16 C.F.R. § 312.2. (emphasis added).  
31 Id. 
32 F.T.C.,	supra note 14, § L Q 2. 
33 Common Sense Media, supra note 9, at 101-2. 
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about whether they are collecting personal information from children or students under 13 years 

of age, are in fact collecting information from children and students without actual knowledge”34 

These services run the risk of violating state and federal laws if children use these services 

without verifiable parental consent.   

 

III. In the 21st Century, Parents, Schools, and Companies Must to Work Together to 
Protect Student’s Rights 
 
In general, operators must obtain verifiable parental consent before collecting 

information from children under 13 years old.35 The FTC’s position has been that schools can 

consent on behalf of parents and allow applications and services to collect personal information 

from children under 13 years old for “educational purposes.”36 Parents should have more 

authority over and understanding of their children’s educational data collection. If the FTC 

decides to revise the rule, the most logical area to update would be with respect to how COPPA 

works in schools, as this is only in the FAQs at present. In order for any exception for parental 

consent to work for families and schools, (a) consenting authority should be limited, (b) the FTC 

should interpret the definition of “educational purposes” narrowly to ensure that consent is 

strictly limited to the educational context, and (c) products should meet higher standards 

including providing more transparency around data collection and privacy practices to parents. 

 
a. The Consenting Authority Under the School Exception Should be Limited  

 
Common Sense recommends narrowing the consenting authority for collecting children’s 

personal data to selected individuals within a school or district. Similar to how only certain 

individuals have contracting authority, only certain individuals should be able to bind the school 

in edtech contracts. Under the current exception in the FAQs, a teacher, school, or district can 

provide consent on behalf of parents for the collection of personal information of students under 

the age of 13.37 The FTC has additionally recommended that schools and districts, rather than 

teachers, should have the power to consent on behalf of parents.38 Common Sense agrees. The 

                                                
34 Id. at 102.  
35 16 C.F.R. §312.5 (a). 
36 F.T.C.,	supra note 14, § M Q 1. 
37 Id. at § M Q 3. 
38 Id. 
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consenting authority should be limited to a school or district official such as a school principal, 

president, chancellor, or superintendent, or person they designate, with sufficient knowledge of 

students’ privacy rights under federal and state law and the contracting service’s privacy and data 

collection policies.   

If parents are being forced to relegate their consenting authority over their children’s data 

to the school, they should have a known point of contact who is knowledgeable about students’ 

privacy rights under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”) and COPPA and 

is accessible to discuss any questions or concerns parents may have. Asking teachers, already 

overburdened with heavy schedules, to handle these additional responsibilities and assume new 

areas of expertise is unfair and overburdensome. Overall, Common Sense recommends that the 

consenting authority should be defined and limited to specific authorities within the school or 

district.   

 
b. A School or District Should Only Have the Authority to Consent for Children 

Under 13 if the Use of Their Personal Information is for an Educational Purpose 
 

The FTC has defined “educational purposes” as “for the use and benefit of the school, 

and for no other commercial purposes.”39 Common Sense supports the use of students’ data for 

educational purposes including, but not limited to, individualized education modules, online 

research and organizational tools, homework help-lines, and web-based practice tests. But 

educational purposes are not about making a profit, it is about educating a student. And the 

Commission, working with the Department of Education, is in a position to determine and 

further define what constitutes the scope of educational purposes.  

It can be especially complicated when some services use and share information in ways 

that are opaque to schools and families. For example, the FAQs provide a list of questions 

schools can use to assist in determining whether an edtech service fits within its definition of an 

educational purpose, including one question on whether a students’ information would be used 

for online behavioral advertising, or for building user profiles for commercial purposes.40 This is 

because it can be difficult to determine how companies share information across services and 

platforms. And many popular services have far-reaching services and options. For example, 

                                                
39 Id.  
40 Id. at § M, Q 5. 
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teachers have reported that productivity and presentation tools such as Google’s G-suite for 

Education and Microsoft Office are some of the most commonly used digital tools in the 

classroom.41  However, if a student creates an account using one of Google’s App suites and 

decides to search on the Google or YouTube search engine, does Google collect that information 

as well? Applications and services have the power to collect contextual data that can track a 

student’s online activity and keystroke information for purposes beyond the scope of education.42  

How are such uses cabined and ensured to not be commercial?43   

Indeed, it would be better for schools and easier for parents if edtech companies who 

sought to work with schools limited their use of student personal information to only educational 

purposes and publicly committed as much. This would obviate concerns about whether or not a 

vendor is using student information inappropriately, and make it easier for parents and schools to 

trust that they are acting in students’ best interest.  It is also in line with guidance from FERPA 

regarding school officials, and guidance from the PPRA regarding prohibitions on using student 

information for marketing purposes.44  

Common Sense strongly supports a narrow interpretation of the FTC’s definition of 

“educational purposes” to prohibit the collection and use of students’ personal information 

beyond the educational context. To the extent the FTC is unable to enforce the limited exception 

within the educational context through the FAQs, we recommend codifying the school exception 

and the definition in COPPA.  

 
c. Products Consented to By Schools Should Meet Higher Standards, and 

Transparency is Crucial for Parents, Students, and the Public to Develop 
Informed Decisions About EdTech Services 
 

If schools are able to consent to an educational product on behalf of parents, the product 

or service should meet additional safeguards consistent with parents’ reasonable expectations. 

For example, the edtech product should not use practices parents would find invasive such as 

                                                
41 Common Sense Media, supra note 9, at 17.  
42 Privacy Technical Assistance Center, Protecting Student Privacy While Using Online Educational Services: 
Requirements and Best Practices, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, 3 (Feb. 2014), https://tech.ed.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2014/09/Student-Privacy-and-Online-Educational-Services-February-2014.pdf.  
43 E.g., Benjamin Herold, Google Acknowledges Data Mining Student Users Outside Apps for Education, 
EDUCATION WEEK (Feb. 17, 2016), 
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/DigitalEducation/2016/02/google_acknowledges_data_mining_GAFE_users.html. 
44 Johnson, Ariel, Student Privacy and Ed Tech and P175412, Comments of Common Sense Media (Nov. 17, 2017) 
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facial recognition to assess emotional states, or collect brain imagining, genetic information, or 

other sensitive health or biometric information. Parents would not expect that apps track a child’s 

real time geolocation, and certainly not after school hours. Products should not retain 

information after a child leaves the class, or if the product is used school wide, the school.  

Products should meet strict security standards. And parents should have appropriate rights to 

access or correct information, commensurate with traditional rights regarding school records. 

Furthermore, services must be transparent about their status as edtech providers and 

products that seek school consent should meet heightened criteria, such as that listed above, and 

be publicly designated as products for use in schools. In addition, such products should be 

required to post publicly, as well as share with schools who can share with parents, answers to 

the questions posed by the FTC’s FAQ M5. Currently, under the School Exception, we 

understand that edtech services are responsible for informing the schools about their policies, and 

that the FTC recommends that schools provide notice of the services’ information practices to 

the parents.45 However, we encourage the FTC to require notice to parents of edtech services’ 

information practices considering most services will not publicly disclose this information.  In 

fact, according to our 2019 Report, approximately 54% of the surveyed services assume that they 

should not be responsible for disclosing how they use students’ data since schools control the 

deployment of the edtech service.46  Transparency around how services collect and store data is 

crucial for parents, students, and the public in order to develop informed decisions about what 

edtech services to use. As an organization that is dedicated to helping parents and teachers make 

informed decisions, Common Sense recommends that the FTC work with the Department of 

Education and require schools to notify parents of contracting services’ information collection 

practices.   

Additionally, we encourage edtech services and schools to take a more collaborative 

approach to include parents in the decision-making process. After all, parents and children 

usually do not have a choice as to which application or service the school decides to contract 

with. Studies show that parents are becoming increasingly more concerned with the misuse of 

their children’s data.  Edtech services and schools must make real efforts to increase 

transparency around how they collect and store students’ personal information. 

                                                
45 Id.  
46 Common Sense Media, supra note 9, at 112.  
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d. Certain clarifications could be helpful 
 

Lastly, under the current e tech FAQs, there are a few ambiguities that could be clarified 

if the rule is revisited.  First, FAQ M1 indicates that schools can consent on behalf of parents, 

while M2 states that edtech providers can assume schools have obtained parental consent.47 

These are different concepts and the Commission could make clear which consent process a 

vendor should expect. Second, those same FAQs also refer to schools who “contract with” a 

third-party website, or who have “contracted with” an operator. The Commission should make 

clear that a term of service or other electronic agreement constitutes a contract.  

 
IV. The Definitions of Actual Knowledge and Directed to Children Under Section 312.2 

of the COPPA Rule Should Be Broadly Interpreted to Better Protect Children’s 
Online Privacy and Safety 

 
There are two ways an online site or service operator is subject to COPPA: if the operator 

of an online site or service either (1) has actual knowledge that the operator is collecting personal 

information from children under 13 who are using the site or service, or (2) operates a site or 

service that is directed to children, then the operator must provide notice and obtain verifiable 

parental consent before collecting, using, or disclosing a child’s personal information.48 An 

operator has actual knowledge that it is collecting personal information from children under 13 

when the operator knows children under 13 are using the site or service. According to the 

Commission, actual knowledge is proven when, for example, a child or parent indicates to the 

operator that the child is under 13, or an operator advertises to others that children under 13 use 

its site or service.49 Alternatively, an operator’s site or service may be directed to children 

without the operator having actual knowledge that the operator is collecting personal information 

from children. Instead, a site or service is directed to children when children are targeted 

through, for example, the use of child-like games, child celebrities, or children’s music.50  

If the FTC revisits the rule, Common Sense encourages the FTC to (a) broaden its 

interpretation of “actual knowledge” to clarify who is an operator under COPPA, and prevent 

                                                
47 See Complying with COPPA: Frequently Asked Questions: M1 (“Many school districts contract with third-party 
websites…”) and M2 (“Where a school has contracted with an operator…”), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-
advice/business-center/guidance/complyingcoppa-frequently-asked-questions. 
48 15 U.S.C. § 6502 (a)(1), (b)(1)(A). 
49 F.T.C, supra note 14. (FAQs) 
50 16 C.F.R. § 312.2. 
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willful disregard that children’s personally information is being collected; and (b) interpret the 

“directed to children” factors broadly to cover sites and services that attract, or are likely to be 

accessed by, disproportionate numbers of children. 

a. “Actual Knowledge” Definition and FTC Enforcement Actions 
 

 Actual knowledge is interpreted on a case by case basis, as demonstrated in FTC 

enforcement actions and enumerated in the FAQs.  The FAQs page provides four scenarios 

where actual knowledge is likely to be met. The scenarios include the following:  (1) where a 

provider of child-directed content boasts about its child-directed content to an advertising 

network, (2) where an advertising network representative recognizes that an operator’s content is 

child-directed, (3) where an operator learns about a child's age or grade from a parent concerned 

that her child was participating on the site or service, and (4) where a child sends an email to an 

operator indicating the child is under 13 years old.51 A child indicating age in an age gate is 

treated similarly. While these scenarios are useful in identifying cases where operators have 

actual knowledge, the scenarios do not cover all instances where actual knowledge exists, and 

the FTC should be flexible in navigating constantly changing technology. 

In the 11 COPPA-related FTC Enforcement Actions since 2013, the actual knowledge 

test mirrors the scenarios listed on the FAQs page.  For example, in FTC v. Google LLC,52 

YouTube had actual knowledge that children under 13 were engaging with the website.  

YouTube marketed its success reaching the children’s market through child-directed content.53 In 

separate meetings with Hasbro and Mattel, YouTube sold its platform as a premier location to 

advertise to children by highlighting that “YouTube is today’s leader in reaching children ages 6-

11 against top TV channels. . . [,] YouTube was unanimously voted as the favorite website for 

kids 2-12[,]…[and that it] ‘was the #1 website regularly visited by kids.”54 

Additionally, the FTC has shown that operators of mobile apps, for example, frequently 

have actual knowledge that children under 13 are using their apps. In FTC v. InMobi Pte Ltd.,55 

hundreds of millions of consumers downloaded thousands of apps where developers indicated 

                                                
51 F.T.C., supra note 14. Complying with COPPA: Frequently Asked Questions, F.T.C., § H Q4 (last visited Sept. 28, 
2019), https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-
questions#Verifiable%20Parental. 
52 Complaint, FTC v. Google LLC, No. 1:19-cv-02642 1, 1 (2019).  
53 Id. at 8.  
54 Id. 
55 Complaint, FTC v. InMobi Pte Ltd., No. 3:16-cv-3474 1, 1 (D.D.C. 2018). 
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their apps were directed to children or had actual knowledge that users were under 13 years 

old.56  In FTC v. TinyCo, Inc.,57 parents complained to TinyCo that their children, who were 

under 13 years old, were using TinyCo apps;  the FTC found that TinyCo did not look into 

whether it was collecting personal information from the children under 13.58   

i. A Broader Interpretation of Actual Knowledge Would Aid in Holding 
All Sites and Services Accessed by Children Responsible for Their 
Obligations Under COPPA 
 

The FTC should more broadly interpret the definition of actual knowledge to better 

protect children’s online privacy and safety.  The legal concept of actual knowledge is 

“[k]nowledge of information that would lead a reasonable person to inquire further.”59  Under 

the CCPA, actual knowledge includes willful disregard of a user’s age.60 This is consistent with 

global moves to better protect children’s privacy. The FTC should prevent operators from being 

willfully ignorant of children accessing their sites or services.  As mentioned during the first 

panel of the FTC COPPA Workshop, the problem with the current actual knowledge definition is 

that companies may think the best practice is to avoid gaining actual knowledge in the first 

place.61 This is understood by companies to be narrowly defined as knowing a child’s birthdate, 

for example. However, children widely use sites, services, and apps. In our 2017 study Common 

Sense Census: Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight,62 we found that 71% of parents surveyed 

have downloaded apps for their children ages 0-8.63 Eighty-eight percent of parents did so for 5- 

to 8- year-olds.64  These children can play and set up downloaded apps without supervision, or, 

according to pediatricians, download apps themselves.65 Operators are collecting personal 

information from children while making an effort not to know whose information is collected, 

                                                
56 Id. at 10. 
57 Complaint, FTC v. TinyCo, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-04164 1, 1 (N.D. Cal. 2014). 
58 Id. at 6. 
59 Actual Knowledge, Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed. 2019).  
60 Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.120(d) (2018) (stating “[a] business that willfully disregards the consumer’s age shall be 
deemed to have had actual knowledge of the consumer’s age.”). 
61 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Panel 1, statement of Laura Moy, Associate 
Professor, Director of the Communications & Technology Law Clinic, and Associate Director of the Center on 
Privacy & Technology at Georgetown University Law Center). 
62 COMMON SENSE MEDIA, supra note 1, at 35. 
63 Id. at 26. 
64 Id.  
65 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Panel 1, Presentation of Jenny Radesky, MD, 
University of Michigan Medical School). 
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rather than taking reasonable measures to give notice and obtain verifiable parental consent.66 

That is where operators should direct their efforts, not to avoiding the rule. The FTC should 

make clear to operators their obligations under COPPA and should prevent operators from 

willfully disregarding children’s use of theirs sites and services. 

 
b. Section 312.2 Correctly Articulates the Factors to Use When Determining 

Whether a Website or Online Services is Directed to Children, but the Factors 
Should Be Broadly Interpreted to Protect Children’s Online Privacy and Safety 

 
The directed to children factors are sufficiently defined in COPPA but should be broadly 

interpreted to cover children’s use of sites and services not initially intended to target them but 

who in fact attract a disproportionate number of children. 

 
i. Definition of Directed to Children and FTC Enforcement Actions 

 
“Directed to children” is defined by the FTC in Section 312.2 as a commercial website or 

online service that is "targeted to children” and comports with the following factors:   

subject matter, visual content, use of animated characters or child-oriented 
activities and incentives, music or other audio content, age of models, presence of 
child celebrities or celebrities who appeal to children, language or other 
characteristics of the Web site or online service, as well as whether advertising 
promoting or appearing on the Web site or online service is directed to children . . 
. audience composition, and . . . the intended audience.67  
 

 The definition of “directed to children” in FTC Enforcement Actions since 2013 follows 

the factors laid out in the COPPA Rule.  In FTC v. Musical.ly,68 the Musical.ly app was directed 

to children because users could create lip-syncing videos, which is a “child-oriented activity”;  

the app’s music library included song folders that appealed to children, like “Disney” and 

“school”;  the audience was made up of “a large percentage” of users under 13; users could send 

each other “colorful emojis, such as cute animals and smiley faces”;  and celebrities popular with 

children had accounts and encouraged fans to share videos of themselves lip-syncing to the 

celebrities’ new songs.69  In cases such as FTC v. LAI Systems, LLC; FTC v. Retro Dreamer; and 

                                                
66 Id.  
67 16 C.F.R. § 312.2. 
68 Complaint, FTC v. Musical.ly, No. 2:19-cv-1439 1, 1 (C.D. Cal. 2019).  
69 Id. at 8. 
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FTC v. TinyCo, Inc., companies created apps that appealed to children.70  The apps, like LAI 

Systems’ “Hair Salon Makeover” and Retro Dreamer’s “Ice Cream Jump” used simple language, 

brightly colored cartoon characters, and child-like subject matter to entice children into playing 

games on the apps.71   

 
ii. A Broad Interpretation of the “Directed to Children” Factors Would 

Better Protect Children by Placing Protections Where Kids Are 
 

 Rather than amend the current factors to determine if a company’s service is targeted to 

children, the FTC should interpret the factors broadly to fulfill COPPA’s goal of protecting 

children’s online privacy and safety.  Factors such as “subject matter,” “child-oriented activities 

and incentives,” and “audience composition” should be interpreted to include sites that attract, 

not merely target, large and disproportionate numbers of children.  As mentioned during the 

second panel of the FTC COPPA Workshop, even where companies do not intend for their sites 

or services to be directed to children, children can make up a large portion of the audience.72   

Further, in our study News and America's Kids: How Young People Perceive and Are 

Impacted by the News,73 we found that 69% of children surveyed use YouTube, 52% use 

Facebook, and 50% use Instagram.74 Our most recent survey of tweens and teens revealed that 

85% of teens are on YouTube, 72% on Instagram, and 69% on Snapchat. Additionally, 70% 

check their feeds multiple times a day75 Additionally, in our study Common Sense Census: 

Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight, we found that 22% of 5- to 8-year-olds often or 

sometimes play social games, while 5% of 5- to 8-year-olds often or sometimes use social media 

sites such as Instagram, Snapchat, or Musical.ly.76 Accordingly, children widely use platforms 

not specifically intended for them, and the directed to children factors should be broadly 

                                                
70 See FTC v. LAI Systems, No. 2:15-cv-09691 1, 1 (C.D. Cal. 2015); FTC v. Retro Dreamer, No. 5:15-cv-02569 1, 1 
(C.D. Cal. 2015); FTC v. TinyCo, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-04164 1, 1 (N.D. Cal. 2014). 
71 See FTC v. LAI Systems, No. 2:15-cv-09691 1, 5, 7–8 (C.D. Cal. 2015); FTC v. Retro Dreamer, No. 5:15-cv-
02569 1, 9 (C.D. Cal. 2015). 
72 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Panel 2, statement of Dona Fraser, Vice 
President of CARU (Children’s Advertising Review Unit). 
73 Common Sense Media, News and America's Kids: How Young People Perceive and Are Impacted by the News 
(2017). 
74 Id. at 10.  
75 Common Sense Census: Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight, 52 (2017). 
76 Common Sense Media, supra note 1 at 32. 
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interpreted to cover children’s use of sites and services that in fact attract large and 

disproportionate numbers of children. 

Along these lines, the UK Age Appropriate Design Code can be used as a model, which 

applies when a site is “likely to be accessed by children.”77  Under the UK Age Appropriate 

Design Code, companies are encouraged to conduct market research and consult evidence of user 

behavior when determining whether their sites are likely to be accessed by children and thus 

subject to the Code, even if the companies do not intend to target children.78 The global trend is 

towards protecting children and recognizing their unique vulnerabilities, and the FTC should 

interpret the factors to better address websites and services that attract children, are likely to be 

used by children, or have large numbers of child users.  

 
c. Considering the Definitions of Actual Knowledge and Directed to Children is In 

Tandem is Useful for Protecting Children’s Online Privacy and Safety 
 

While the definitions of actual knowledge and directed to children were interpreted fairly 

separately in the past, there is an increasing blending of the definitions, particularly as sites better 

understand their audiences;  if an operator’s site is directed to children, it is likely the operator 

has actual knowledge that children users’ information is being collected, and vice versa.79  

Understanding the overlap in definitions of actual knowledge and directed to children can be a 

helpful tool in identifying scenarios where children’s personal information is being collected 

without having to stick to a strict definition of either actual knowledge or directed to children. 

Common Sense encourages the FTC to broadly interpret actual knowledge and the current 

“directed to children” factors to sufficiently protect children from the collection of their personal 

information without parental notice and consent. 

d. Behavioral Ads Are Bad for Children, and Not Necessary for Compelling 

Children’s Content 

 

Numerous studies establish children’s inability to assess advertising.80 Children also 

struggle with media literacy more broadly. The inability to assess ads, and the harm that can 

                                                
77 Age Appropriate Design Code 2019, (U.K.). 
78 Id. 
79 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Panel 1, statement of Phyllis Marcus, Partner 
in the in Competition and Consumer Protection group at Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP). 
80 See Samantha Vargas Pope’s testimony at FTC workshop The Changing Consumer Demographics (Dec. 6 2016)  
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result from a misunderstanding or misinterpretation, is magnified when advertisements are 

targeted to appeal to an individual child based on that child’s personal information.  It is also 

extremely concerning as a society when ads are targeted to groups of children who are especially 

vulnerable. As outlined by Samantha Vargas Poppe, principal at Equity Matters, the FTC should 

consider the fact that “different populations in an increasingly multicultural population of 

youth have different experiences that influence their decisions”.81 She explained that research 

shows that of the ads that Latino kids and African-American children are seeing, somewhat 

upwards of 95% are for junk food.82 Other research also confirms that children of color see 

proportionally more ads for food.83   

Polling shows that young people do not want to see behavioral ads. According to a recent 

consultation by the Irish Data Protection Commission, encompassing the views of some 1200 

children, 60%84 believed companies should not be allowed to use personal information to target 

them with ads.  Children found ads “annoying” “unfair” and “an invasion of privacy” and felt 

that “companies had no business using their personal data for profit.” The Irish DPC goes on to 

explain, “other children recalled unsettling experiences of being ‘followed’ by personalized ads 

on the internet, and one group of 8- and 9-year old’s drew parallels between TV ads and online 

ads, saying that online ads ‘are so scary because they are pointed at you directly ant not at 

everyone like a tv ad.’” One child aged 8-12 said “It feels like they’re stalking you.” Irish DPC 

Q5.85  

Indeed, as awareness of how behavioral advertising continues to grow, adults are 

becoming increasingly uncomfortable with this practice as well.  According to Common Sense 

research, almost 9 in 10, or 88%, think it is important to control whether data is used to target ads 

across devices.86  This is also a critical protection offered to young people by COPPA. 

While companies may raise concerns about their inability to use children’s personal 

information and remain COPPA compliant, there are numerous strategies to remain COPPA 

compliant while maintaining ad revenue.  Though the digital advertisement market dropped after 

                                                
81 Id. 
82 Id. 
83 Powell, Lisa M., et al. “Exposure to Food Advertising on Television Among US Children.” Archives of Pediatrics 
& Adolescent Medicine, vol. 161, no. 6, Jan. 2007, p. 553., doi:10.1001/archpedi.161.6.553. 
84 Know Your Rights and Have Your Say, a consultation by the Data Protection Commission on the Processing of 
Children’s Personal Data and the Rights of Children as Data Subjects under the General Data Protection Regulation 
85 Ibid.  
86 Ibid. 
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the GDPR came into force, the market rebounded and grew by 13.9% in 2018.87  Rather than use 

personal information to advertise, companies are using contextual advertising to target 

segments.88  Contextual advertising allows companies to target specific consumers based on the 

content in a website. For example, rather than using personal information, companies can 

purchase advertisement space on websites that target a specific segment of a population, similar 

to what is done in traditional magazine and newspaper publishing.  In doing so, consumers’ data 

is protected, and companies retain the ability to accurately target consumers.  In presenting at the 

FTC COPPA workshop, Princeton Professor Jonathan Mayer also provided a number of other 

options for advertisers who wanted to reach audiences in a COPPA-compliant manner.89 

Additionally, markets have developed that include COPPA-compliant vendors, like Super 

Awesome, who reported that safe, effective advertisements do not need to use consumer data to 

make money.90  There are additional companies exploring new age verification techniques, like 

Yoti, and companies and others looking for solutions to protect kids see an uptick in interest and 

development when industry in general understands the FTC will be enforcing the law.91 

V. Common Sense Supports Enforcement Actions in Which the Perceived Risk of 
Being Caught Violating COPPA Outweighs the Perceived Payoff of Monetizing 
Children’s Data  
 
Common Sense supports strengthening COPPA enforcement actions.  Settlements must 

place meaningful restrictions on online service providers’ ability to collect, share, and use 

personal information, especially when it pertains to children.92  Such restrictions should be 

placed on products, services, and practices and must be narrowly tailored to: require provider to 

assess, minimize, and in some cases eliminate risks to children; prohibit behavioral 

advertisements using persistent identifiers or otherwise tracking child-directed content; and 

                                                
87 Daniel Knapp, The European Digital Advertising Market Continues on its Growth Trajectory, MARTECHSERIES 
(July 31, 2019, 9:00 AM), https://martechseries.com/mts-insights/guest-authors/the-european-digital-advertising-
market-continues-on-its-growth-trajectory. 
88 Id. 
89 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Statement of Jonathan Mayer, Assistant 
Professor at Princeton University). 
90 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Statement of Kate O’Loughlin, Chief 
Operating Officer of North America at SuperAwesome). 
91 Simons, Joseph ad Wilson, Christine, Regarding FTC and People of the State of New York v. Google LLC and 
YouTube, LLC (Sept. 4, 2019) 
92 In re Facebook, Inc., Commission File No. 1823109, 1, 12 (July 2019) (Chopra, dissenting), available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1536911/chopra_dissenting_statement_on_facebook
_7-24-19.pdf. 
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requiring content creators to appropriately and accurately designate child-directed content and 

requiring platforms to take responsibility here as well. 93 The perceived risk of being caught 

violating COPPA should outweigh the perceived payoff of monetizing child-directed content 

through behavioral advertising. Relief should also provide mechanisms for strengthening the 

power and authority of independent privacy committees and any other relevant oversight bodies 

and reduce legal shields that insulate companies from public accountability regarding their 

privacy policies and COPPA compliance. 94 

 
a. The FTC Should Impose Higher Penalties for Sufficient Deterrence Beyond the 

Most Egregious Violations 
 

The FTC “place[s] great emphasis on [its imposition of] record-breaking penalt[ies].”95  

We appreciate these penalties but believe that they are often limited to the most egregious 

violations and are insufficient to promote deterrence on a large scale. The FTC has the power to 

seek equitable relief, which requires a company to forfeit unjust gains and refund customers.96  

In addition to equitable relief, the FTC can seek civil penalties, which should normally exceed 

unjust gains.97 Currently, civil penalties do not consistently exceed unjust gains.98 Taking into 

account companies’ size and resources, the FTC must not allow companies to break even or 

profit from breaking the law.99 

Common Sense supports greater methodology research and analysis regarding unjust 

enrichment from violating Commission orders.  The Commission can undertake such analysis 

without the help of the Attorney General and could analyze profits earned as part of a 6(b) 

                                                
93 See In re Facebook, Inc. at 13 (Chopra, dissenting) (reaffirming that settlements should impose meaningful 
restrictions on the ability of online service providers to collect, share, and use personal information, especially when 
it pertains to children); See also In the Matter of Google LLC and YouTube, LLC, Commission File No. 1723083, 5, 
2-4 (Slaughter, dissenting) (expressing concern that [the YouTube] settlement [has] not gone far enough to ensure 
that child-directed content will be treated in a COPPA-compliant manner), available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1542971/slaughter_google_youtube_statement.pdf. 
94 See In re Facebook, Inc. at 13 (Chopra, dissenting) (reaffirming that settlements should impose meaningful 
restrictions on the ability of online service providers to collect, share, and use personal information, especially when 
it pertains to children); See also In the Matter of Google LLC and YouTube, LLC, Commission File No. 1723083, 5, 
2-4 (Slaughter, dissenting) (expressing concern that [the YouTube] settlement [has] not gone far enough to ensure 
that child-directed content will be treated in a COPPA-compliant manner), available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1542971/slaughter_google_youtube_statement.pdf. 
95 In re Facebook, Inc., Commission File No. 1823109 at 15 (Chopra, dissenting).   
96 Id. 
97 Id. 
98 Id. 
99 Id. at 16. 
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study.100  The Commission ought to realize that these corporations are profiting from breaking 

the law and impose penalties accordingly.  

   Thus, enforcement policies must be strengthened to effectively deter companies from 

violating COPPA.  Common Sense urges greater consistency so that FTC enforcement actions 

are not limited to the most egregious violations.  As Commissioner Wilson noted in her opening 

remarks at the FTC COPPA Workshop, “[e]ach of these [enforcement] cases sends an important 

message to industry and clearly demonstrates the current Commission’s commitment to 

continuing strong COPPA enforcement.”101 

 
b. The FTC Should Enforce All of COPPA 

 
COPPA is primarily enforced as a notice and consent law.  But COPPA contains nuances 

to consent—consent to use but not sharing—as well as data minimization aspects that are not 

currently enforced. Section 312.5(a)(2) of the COPPA Rule requires operators to “give the parent 

the option to consent to the collection and use of the child's personal information without 

consenting to disclosure of his or her personal information to third parties.”102 Moreover, section 

312.7 of the Rule prohibits operators “from conditioning a child's participation in a game, the 

offering of a prize, or another activity on the child's disclosing more personal information than is 

reasonably necessary to participate in such activity.”103 Enforcement actions are currently 

insufficient in compelling operators to account for these requirements when shaping their online 

offerings to children and many companies appear to be violating these provisions. Many of the 

most popular online games, such as League of Legends, Fortnite, and PlayerUnknown’s 

Battlegrounds, feature “microtransactions” and “community markets” that can target children for 

personal and financial information in exchange for game upgrades,  and for subsequent sale or 

disclosure of such information to third parties, without verifiable or granular parental consent.104  

                                                
100 In re Facebook, Inc., Commission File No. 1823109 at 15. 
101 Christine S. Wilson, Commissioner, U.S. Federal Trade Commission, “Opening Remarks,” FTC Workshop: The 
Future of the COPPA Rule,” 10, 5, available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1547693/wilson_-
_ftc_coppa_workshop_opening_remarks_10-7-19.pdf. 
102 16 C.F.R. § 312.5(a)(2). 
103 16 C.F.R. § 312.7. 
104 Steve Symanovich, Play: Ensuring Online Gaming Safety, NORTON: SYMANTEC, (n.d.) available at 
https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-kids-safety-ensuring-your-kids-stay-safe-in-online-games.html. 
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Parents do not often come across apps that allow for collection and use but not sharing with third 

parties, if the site or service’s typical practice is to share. 

The prohibitions mentioned above have not been effective in protecting children’s online 

privacy and safety, in large part because they have not been enforced, and companies therefore 

have not felt the need to comply. These prohibitions provide important safeguards because the 

reality is that parents are often unaware of what they are consenting to as notices are insufficient. 

Indeed, companies are often deliberately shielding parents from this information. Currently, 

companies are realizing that they profit more from violating COPPA than they do from 

complying with it, and it is at the expense of our future generations.   

 

VI. The FTC Should Use its 6(b) Authority to Investigate Data and Privacy Practices of 
Tech, Social Media, and Online Gaming Companies 

 
Section 6(b) of the FTC Act allows the FTC to collect “special . . . reports,” which 

include information regarding the “organization, business, conduct, practices, and management 

of any person, partnership, or corporation . . . engaged in or . . . affect[ing] commerce.”105  The 

FTC may use information found through its special reports for studies, industry guidelines, and 

rulemaking.106 Additionally, the FTC may publicize portions of its 6(b) findings to serve the 

public interest.107  

 Like many of the panelists at the FTC COPPA Workshop, Common Sense supports the 

FTC in broader and stronger use of its 6(b) authority to increase transparency regarding mass 

data surveillance and privacy practices, especially as it concerns the personal information and 

tracking of children and the use of new technology.  As mentioned during Panel 2 of the 

Workshop, the FTC should use its 6(b) authority to determine what social media platforms are 

telling advertisers regarding child users on their platforms.108 It should use its 6(b) authority to 

                                                
105 A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission’s Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking 
Authority, F.T.C., (Apr. 2019) available at https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/what-we-do/enforcement-authority. See 
also 15 U.S.C. § 46(b); Matthew Sullivan, FTC to use 6(b) Authority to Examine Tech Companies’ Data Practices, 
AD LAW ACCESS, (Mar. 22, 2019) available at https://www.adlawaccess.com/2019/03/articles/ftc-to-use-6b-
authority-to-examine-tech-companies-data-practices. 
106 Matthew Sullivan, FTC to use 6(b) Authority to Examine Tech Companies’ Data Practices, AD LAW ACCESS, 
(Mar. 22, 2019) available at https://www.adlawaccess.com/2019/03/articles/ftc-to-use-6b-authority-to-examine-tech-
companies-data-practices. 
107 15 U.S.C. § 46(f).   
108 The Future of the COPPA Rule: An FTC Workshop, (Oct. 7, 2019) (Panel 2, statement of Josh Golin, Executive 
Director of the Campaign for a Commercial-Free Childhood (CCFC)). 
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better understand how voice assistants and other smart devices increasingly placed in homes are 

collecting and sorting families’, including children’s, information, and how expansion of virtual 

and augmented reality technologies can impact children’s privacy.  

To protect children’s personal information, and to ensure best privacy and data practices, 

the FTC should expand its 6(b) investigations into the realm of children’s privacy and COPPA 

compliance.  This is critical before undertaking any revision of the COPPA rule.109   

 
VII. Conclusion 
 

The COPPA rule largely remains a flexible and effective tool to protect children, despite 

the rapid technological revolution. But the rule is constrained by the statute, so, if anyone should 

make updates it is Congress. The FTC’s first priority should be on broader enforcement of the 

rule.  And, before commencing any rule revision, the FTC should conduct an investigation under 

its 6(b) authority to make sure it appropriately understands the marketplace.  If the FTC does 

decide to update the rule, we support interpretations that favor kids (e.g., narrow definition of 

educational purposes; broad definition of actual knowledge).  Ultimately, ambiguities should be 

resolved in the manner that is most protective to children, not a company’s business model. 

We look forward to working with the FTC and other stakeholders on these issues.  
 
 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
James P. Steyer 
CEO and Founder 

 Common Sense Media 
 
Ariel Fox Johnson 
Senior Counsel, Policy and Privacy 
Common Sense Media 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                
109 See Letter from Campaign for Commercial Free Childhood to FTC regarding 6(b) investigation of digital 
advertising (December 5, 2019) 
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Common Sense is the leading  

independent nonprofit organization 

dedicated to helping kids thrive in a world 

of media and technology  We empower 

parents, teachers, and policymakers by 

providing unbiased information, trusted 

advice, and innovative tools to help them 

harness the power of media and technology 

as a positive force in all kids’ lives 

www commonsense org

https://www.commonsense.org/


Friends,

Privacy is top of mind for American consumers like never before. Click by 
click we are sharing our likes, locations, and updates not only with friends 
and family but also with companies. And every month it seems consumers 
are at the mercy of another data breach. Companies have failed to keep our 
personal information secure.

Families are doing their part to set parental controls and double-check 
privacy settings. But the burden of safeguarding sensitive data can’t be on 
consumers alone.

Common Sense wanted to understand how parents and teens actually 
feel about data privacy and companies’ obligation to protect it. This report 
includes a nationally representative sample of parents and teens who told 
us, in no uncertain terms: Privacy matters.

Fortunately, the tide is starting to turn. After years of online privacy 
violations and more than a decade of unregulated tech, there are finally 
protections in place for families and consumers in Europe, with the 
implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
Common Sense is working to ensure that families in the United States get 
similar rights, starting with a new law in California that will give families 
more control over their privacy starting in 2020.

For 15 years, Common Sense has been a strong advocate for kids and 
families, and we have long fought for stronger privacy laws. Now is a 
unique moment to win stronger privacy rights for every member of the 
family, at home and in schools. I hope you will join us in this effort.

James P. Steyer, founder and CEO

A LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDER
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WHY PRIVACY MATTERS FOR KIDS
Children today, nearly all of whom have access to a device at home, are tracked unlike any  
other generation. Growing up with mobile technology from birth gives kids access to  
new opportunities, but it also means that their devices collect information about them  
constantly. All this data makes children uniquely valuable to tech companies and adds to 
their digital footprints, which can extend beyond parents’ control. 
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A DECADE OF PROTECTING KIDS’ PRIVACY
Privacy has been a major focus for Common Sense for the past decade, tracking mobile 
technology’s meteoric rise among young people. Technology continues to change, but 
our commitment to ensuring the digital well-being of kids remains. 

2009
Releases white paper highlighting 

importance of digital literacy in helping 
kids protect their privacy online

2010
Is first to publicly state 

companies should not track kids

2011
Participates in the first-ever Congressional 

hearings on kids and mobile privacy 

2012
Advocates for updates to modernize 
and strengthen the Children’s Online 

Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)

2013
Champions California’s “Eraser Button” 

law, giving kids under 18 the right to 
delete information they post online

2014
Spearheads California’s landmark 

Student Online Personal Information 
Protection Act (SOPIPA), now in more 

than half of states (See map on page 11.)

2015
Leads kid and family support of 

the California Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act 

2016
Sponsors California’s Early Learning 
Privacy Information Protection Act

2017
With connected devices and toys on the 
rise, releases report highlighting privacy 

implications for kids, families, and schools

2018
California Consumer Privacy Act, 

sponsored by Common Sense, passes 
unanimously, giving 40 million consumers 

unprecedented privacy rights
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Kids under 8 lack the  
cognitive ability to understand the  
persuasive intent of advertisements.1

Over 50% of 6,000 free children’s 
apps may serve kids ads that violate COPPA.2

By 2019 the market for kids’ digital  
advertising is expected to reach  

$1.2B.
3

Over 75% of kids 8–11 can’t distinguish 
advertising from other content.4

58% of 12- to 15-year-olds think it’s 
easy to delete their information online.5

California is the only state with  
protections that give teens the right to 
delete information they post.6

1 in 10 kids has a smart toy or  
voice-activated device.7

60% of connected devices don’t 
provide proper information on how they 
collect, use, and disclose users’ personal 
information.8

One-third of all K–12 students in  
U.S. schools use school-issued devices.9

There have been at least 386 cyber-
security incidents in schools since 2016.10

1		 Graff,	Kunkel,	&	Mermin.	(2012).	Government	can	regulate	food	advertising	to	children	because	cognitive	research	shows	that	it	is	inherently	misleading.	Health Affairs 31 (2),	392–398.	

2	 Reyes,	Wijesekera,	Reardon,	On,	Razaghpanah,	Vallina-Rodriguez,	and	Egelman.	(2018).	“Won’t	somebody	think	of	the	children?”	Examining	COPPA	compliance	at	scale.	Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies (3),	63–83.

3		 PricewaterhouseCoopers	LLP.	Kids Digital Advertising Report 2017.	Retrieved	from	http://criancaeconsumo.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/PwC_Kids_Digital_Advertising_Report_2017-1.pdf

4,	5		 Ofcom.	(2016,	November).	Children and parents: Media use and attitudes report. 

6		 Privacy	Rights	for	California	Minors	in	the	Digital	World	Act.

7		 Rideout,	V.	(2017).	The Common Sense census: Media use by kids age zero to eight.	San	Francisco,	CA:	Common	Sense	Media.

8	 2016	GPEN	Privacy	Sweep	on	Internet	of	Things.	Retrieved	from	https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2016/09/privacy-regulators-study-finds-internet-of-things-shortfalls/

9	 Alim,	Cardozo,	Gebhart,	Gullo,	&	Kalia.	(2017).	Spying	on	students:	School-issued	devices	and	student	privacy.	Retrieved	from	Electronic	Frontier	Foundation	website:	https://www.eff.org/wp/school-issued-devices-and-stu-

dent-privacy

10	 K–12	Cyber	Incident	Map.	Retrieved	from	the	K–12	Cybersecurity	Resource	Center	website:	https://k12cybersecure.com/map/

KIDS’ PRIVACY BY THE NUMBERS 
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Our approach is grounded in core ideas 
that can further digital well-being and 
privacy for kids, families, and communities:

PRIVACY PRINCIPLES DO NOT TRACK 
Children and teens shall not be tracked online 
and shall not be profiled or subject to behavioral 
ads based on their personal information or online 
activity.

ACCESS 
Children and teens shall be able to easily access, 
modify, and delete the personal information they 
choose to share.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY 
Companies shall be transparent with families 
about their privacy and security practices, 
minimize personal information collection and 
retention, and appropriately safeguard any 
personal information they do collect.

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
Parents and families should educate themselves 
about their privacy options and the best ways to 
safely and responsibly create, communicate, and 
learn online.

OPT IN 
Children’s and teens’ personal information shall 
not be shared without their parents’ or their 
express, informed consent.

PRIVACY MATTERS: PROTECTING DIGITAL PRIVACY FOR PARENTS AND KIDS  5© 2019 COMMON SENSE MEDIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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PRIVACY MATTERS POLL KEY FINDINGS

More than nine in 10 parents and teens 
think it’s important that websites clearly 
label what data they collect and how it will 
be used  

Most agree that it is at least “moderately” important for social 

networking sites to clearly label what information they are col-

lecting and how it will be used (94 percent of parents vs. 93 

percent of teens), though teens are less likely to say than parents 

it is “extremely” important (41 percent vs. 58 percent, respec-

tively) (see Figure 1).

Ninety-seven percent of parents and 94 
percent of teens say it is “important” for 
sites to ask permission before selling or 
sharing their personal information (see 
Figure 2)  

Very few people think sites do a good job 
explaining what they do with users’ 
information  

Only a third (36 percent) of teenagers agree that social network-

ing sites do a good job explaining what they do with users’ data, 

and nearly the same proportion (34 percent) disagree. Parents 

of teens are much more negative, with almost twice as many (54 

percent) saying that social networking sites and apps don’t do a 

good job explaining what they do with users’ data as those who 

say they do a good job (32 percent).  

In May 2018, Common Sense Media and SurveyMonkey® conducted an online survey of 
parents and teens to learn more about their views on the importance of privacy and data 
sharing and their willingness to give personal information to get something they want. Below 
are some of the key findings.

◼ Parents
◼ Teens

Extremely important

Important

 58%

41%                       

 94%

93%                       

FIGURE 1   Importance of clearly labeling information being  

collected and how it will be used, parents vs  teens

TeensParents

97%
94%

FIGURE 2   Percent of parents and teens who say it is  

“important” for sites to ask permission before 

selling or sharing their personal information
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Less than half of parents and teens agree 
that they would give personal details to 
sites to get something they want  

Only 38 percent of parents and 40 percent of teens at least 

“somewhat” agree with the statement “I will give details about 

myself to a website or app to be able to get something I want.” 

It is unclear whether those who are neutral or disagree under-

stand that participation on social media often involves giving 

personal information to sites (whether through interests, geo-

location, or usage patterns).

Most parents and teens are concerned 
about ad targeting by social media sites  

Eighty-two percent of parents are at least “moderately” worried 

that social networking sites use their data to allow advertisers to 

target them with ads, with 35 percent saying they are 

“extremely” worried about this practice. Concern is slightly 

lower among teens; sixty-eight percent say they are at least 

“moderately” worried about this, with just 14 percent saying they 

are “extremely” worried (see Figure 3).

Parents and teens are not using the same 
social networking sites   

More than three-quarters (78 percent) of parents use Facebook, 

compared with just 37 percent of teens. By contrast, nearly three 

quarters of teens use Instagram (74 percent) and Snapchat (73 

percent), compared with just 41 percent and 27 percent, respec-

tively, of parents (see Figure 4). 

The vast majority of parents have talked to 
their teens about social media privacy  

More than three-quarters (78 percent) of parents with teenag-

ers say their teens use social networking sites, and nearly nine 

in 10 (88 percent) of these parents say they have talked to their 

teens about how they can protect their privacy online. 

◼ Parents
◼ Teens

Extremely worried

At least moderately worried

82%

68%                      

35%

14%                                 

FIGURE 3   Level of concern about ad targeting by social media 

sites, parents vs  teens

Snapchat

Instagram

Facebook

78%

37%                                                                 

41%                                                     

74%

27%                                                                         

73%

◼ Parents
◼ Teens

FIGURE 4   Social media sites used, parents vs  teens
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Both parents and teens have taken steps 
to address their privacy 

About eight in 10 teens (79 percent) have changed their privacy 

settings on a social networking site to limit what they share with 

others. Slightly more parents (86 percent) say they have done 

the same with their own privacy settings (see Figure 5). 

Only a small minority of people read the 
terms of service on social networking 
sites  

Only 17 percent of teens say they read the terms of service 

“almost all the time,” compared to 36 percent of parents (see 

Figure 5).

Most parents and some teens are 
concerned about fake accounts and bots  

Two-thirds (66 percent) of parents say they are “very” or 

“extremely” concerned about fake accounts and bots on social 

media platforms being used to sell them things or influence 

them, compared to 38 percent of teens. 

A majority of parents and teens had heard 
of the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica 
controversy, and parents were much more 
likely to be cautious about social media as 
a result  

Seventy-four percent of parents and 61 percent of teens had at 

least heard of the controversy, with 38 percent of parents saying 

they had heard a lot about it, compared to 30 percent of teens. 

The controversy made 63 percent of parents more cautious 

about using social media, while fewer teens adjusted their 

behavior (only 38 percent of teens said it made them more cau-

tious). However, teens were more likely to be selectively 

cautious about using Facebook—26 percent of teens said they 

would be more cautious about Facebook specifically but not 

other social media, compared to 12 percent of parents (see 

Figure 6).

◼ Parents
◼ Teens

Change privacy settings to limit what they share

Read terms of service agreement

79%

86%

36%

17%

FIGURE 5   How parents and teens address privacy on social 

media sites 

14%

63%                      38%                      

Parents Teens

FIGURE 6   Effects of Facebook/Cambridge Analytica 

controversy—percent who say they are more 

cautious about using social media
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The California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018

The CCPA, which goes into effect in January 2020, guarantees 

new data privacy rights for the state’s 40 million consumers, 

with kids under 16 winning extra protections. These are those 

new rights:

Notice: It guarantees consumers the right to know what data 

about them is being collected.

Consent: It guarantees consumers the right to opt out of their 

data being sold.

Deletion: It guarantees consumers the right to delete all their 

private data, with exceptions.

Access & portability: It guarantees consumers the right to 

access, download, or transfer their data.

Kids’ rights: Kids under 16, or their parents, must opt in to 

consent to the sale of their data.

Enforcement: The attorney general can levy fines, and con-

sumers can sue for breaches.

STATES LEAD ON PRIVACY
Over the past decade, society has witnessed massive changes in the way media and tech-
nology intersect with how we work and live. The federal Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Act protects kids under 13, but that is not sufficient. Families and kids of all ages 
need safeguards in place to keep their sensitive online data safe. That is why states across 
the country are taking critical steps to protect privacy.

How does California’s law compare to the EU’s GDPR? 

In general, the CCPA provides many of the key data subject 

rights of the GDPR, but it does not provide all of them. It also 

does not contain the internal record-keeping, auditing, and data 

privacy officer requirements. 

Protections GDPR CCPA

Notice	about	information	
practices

Yes Yes

Data	portability/right	to	have	
information	sent	to	a	third	party

Yes Yes

Right	to	delete	info	you’ve	
provided

Yes Yes

“Personal	information”	broadly	
defined

Yes Yes

Right	to	access	personal	
information

Yes Yes

Covers	all	internet	service	
providers	and	edge	providers

Yes Yes

Allows	for	private	right	of	
action

Yes Only	for	
certain	data-	
breach	cases

Requires	data	minimization Yes No

Lawful	purpose	for	data	use,	
including	opt-in	consent	or	
legitimate	interest

Yes No

Right	to	be	forgotten Yes No

Right	to	correct	information Yes No

Right	to	object	to	automated	
decision-making

Yes No

Security	requirements	for	all	
personal	information

Yes No
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More than 30 states have passed laws protecting students’ 

privacy since California’s Student Online Personal Information 

Protection Act passed in 2014.

Vermont passed a law shining a light on “data brokers.” These 

are the companies that collect, aggregate, and resell information 

about you and your family—and they usually operate in secrecy. 

The new law will require data brokers to register publicly, to keep 

your data secure, and inform you if there is a data breach.

Illinois has worked to protect its residents’ “biometric 

privacy.” Illinois has the strongest law in the country protecting 

your fingerprints, face, and other biological identifiers. Civil 

rights and kids’ groups are working to protect the 2008 law from 

legislative and legal challenges.

New Mexico is suing app manufacturers for violating kids’ 

privacy. The state filed suit under the Childrens’ Online Privacy 

Protection Act (COPPA) in 2018 accusing the makers of thou-

sands of apps of illegally collecting and storing the data of kids 

who signed up for them. This is an important case for social 

media privacy protections. Other states like New York and New 

Jersey announced COPPA settlements in 2018.

Alabama became the 50th state to oversee data breaches. 

Almost every American has had their data stolen—and now all 

50 states have given them tools to respond. Generally these laws 

require data to be held securely and for companies to quickly 

warn consumers when it is stolen.

Around the country, states are working to protect the online privacy and safety of 
Americans, especially younger Americans. Key recent steps forward include:

*CALIFORNIA	STUDENT	ONLINE	PERSONAL	INFORMATION	PROTECTION	ACT	(SOPIPA)	PASSED	IN	2014.

STATES WITH STUDENT PRIVACY LAWS SINCE SOPIPA*

https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/27/vermont-passes-first-first-law-to-crack-down-on-data-brokers/
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/illinois-biometric-privacy-law-lawsuit,37421.html
http://www.govtech.com/security/Alabama-Governor-Signs-Data-Breach-Notification-Law.html
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Design humane products. 
More moderators, smarter and more 
transparent algorithms, and ethical de-
sign can help ensure that our kids have 
access to quality, trustworthy content.

Make privacy the default.  
Companies should make strong privacy 
settings the default and make sure 
family-management tools are easy to 
find and use.

Protect our data. 
Companies should always notify users 
and ask permission before sharing, 
selling, or using people’s personal data.

Call out fake news. 
We need to know where our news is 
coming from. Platforms should label 
nonhuman accounts (aka bots) and 
clarify whether content is factual.

Don’t target kids with ads. 
Children’s time and attention should 
never be used for profit.

Fund independent research. 
We need more research to inform 
product design and determine how 
media and tech use affects children’s 
healthy development.

PRIVACY BY DESIGN
Parental controls are not enough. Companies should build in privacy and security 
from the ground up by incorporating sound privacy and security policies and practices 
at every stage of product development. By incorporating privacy and security into the 
architecture of a product and involving designers and engineers from the beginning, 
companies will be in a better position to protect consumers and their market share.

What Tech Companies Can Do
Technology has already revolutionized how our kids learn and play. Now companies  
have a responsibility to build products with their youngest users in mind.
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California passes 
nation’s toughest 
online privacy law 

Consumers will be granted sweeping new online privacy 
protections under a first of its kind California law signed by 
Gov. Jerry Brown Thursday. 

The new law is the nation’s toughest and could serve as a 
model for other states.

“This is now the de facto law of the land,” said James Steyer, 
founder of Common Sense Media and one of the bill’s 
backers. “It’s a win for every citizen in the United States.”

Under the law which takes effect in January 2020, consumers 
will have the right to know what personal information 
companies are collecting and why and with which businesses 
it’s being shared. They will also have the right to direct 
companies to delete their information and not to sell it. And 
the law restricts sharing or selling the data of children younger 
than 16.

Read complete article on www.usatoday.com.

California passes 
strictest online privacy 
law in the country

California just passed the nation’s toughest data privacy law. 

Gov. Jerry Brown signed the California Consumer Privacy Act 
of 2018 on Thursday, hours after its unanimous approval by the 
State Assembly and Senate.

The law, which takes effect in 2020, gives consumers sweeping 
control over their personal data. It grants them the right to 
know what information companies like Facebook and Google 
are collecting, why they are collecting it, and who they are 
sharing it with. Consumers will have the option of barring tech 
companies from selling their data, and children under 16 must 
opt into allowing them to even collect their information at all.

Assembly member Ed Chau and state Sen. Robert Hertzberg 
introduced the legislation on June 21. It drew the support of 
some privacy advocates including Common Sense Media.

“The state that pioneered the tech revolution is now, 
rightly, a pioneer in consumer privacy safeguards, and we 
expect many additional states to follow suit,” James P. 
Steyer, CEO and founder of Common Sense Media, said in 
a statement. “Today was a huge win and gives consumer 
privacy advocates a blueprint for success. We look forward to 
working together with lawmakers across the nation to ensure 
robust data privacy protections for all Americans.”

Read complete article on www.cnntech.com.

IN THE NEWS: CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT
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The new tech avengers
An unlikely triumvirate of Silicon Valley insiders is holding 
the industry accountable on privacy and addiction

Read complete article on www.wsj.com.
 

California legislators 
just adopted tough 
new privacy rules 
targeting Facebook, 
Google and other tech 
giants

California legislators on Thursday adopted sweeping new rules 
that restrict the data-harvesting practices of Amazon.com, 
Facebook, Google and Uber, a move that soon could spur other 
states and Congress to take aim at the tech industry.

The California Consumer Privacy Act is one of the toughest 
U.S. regulations targeting Silicon Valley, where recent privacy 
mishaps — many involving Facebook — have left consumers 
clamoring for greater protections online. The law requires 
tech giants to disclose the kind of data they collect about 
consumers and allows Web users to opt out of having their 
information sold to third parties, including advertisers.

The new privacy rules, which are slated to come into effect in 
2020, apply only to residents in the Golden State. That leaves 
time for corporate critics such as AT&T, Comcast, Facebook 
and Google to resume lobbying aggressively to revise it over 
the next year.

Read complete article on www.washingtonpost.com.

Image: Sean McCabe, Wall Street Journal
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APPENDIX: Common Sense Media/SurveyMonkey® Privacy Matters Poll Toplines
Methodology: This SurveyMonkey online poll was conducted May 5–22, 2018, among a national sample of 19,063 adults, including 
3,222 parents with children between 13 and 17 years old and 985 teenagers age 13 to 17. Respondents for this survey were selected 
from the nearly 3 million people who take surveys on the SurveyMonkey platform each day. The modeled error estimate for this 
survey is plus or minus 2.5 percentage points among parents of teenagers, and 3.5 percentage points among teens. Data have been 
weighted for age, race, sex, education, and geography using the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey to reflect the 
demographic composition of the United States age 18 and over.

Which of the following social networking sites have you used 
in the last year? (select all that apply)

Parents of Teens Teens

Facebook 78% 37%

Instagram 41% 74%

Twitter 29% 36%

Snapchat 27% 73%

None of the above 14% 13%

No answer 1% 1%

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: In 
general, social networking sites and apps do a good job 
explaining what they will do with my data  (among social 
media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Strongly agree 9% 8%

Somewhat agree 16% 28%

Neither agree or disagree 21% 30%

Somewhat disagree 22% 21%

Strongly disagree 32% 13%

No answer 0% 0%

How important is it for social networking sites to clearly label 
what information is collected about you and how it is used? 
(among social media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Extremely important 58% 41%

Very important 26% 29%

Moderately important 10% 21%

Slightly important 3% 6%

Not at all important 2% 2%

No answer 1% 0%

How important is it for social networking sites to ask for your 
permission before sharing or selling your personal information? 
(among social media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Extremely important 77% 69%

Very important 15% 15%

Moderately important 6% 9%

Slightly important 1% 4%

Not at all important 1% 2%

No answer 0% 1%

How worried are you that social networking sites use your data 
to allow advertisers to target you with ads? (among social 
media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Extremely worried 35% 14%

Very worried 22% 17%

Moderately worried 26% 37%

Slightly worried 8% 17%

Not at all worried 9% 15%

No answer 0% 1%

Have you ever changed your privacy settings on a social 
networking site to limit what you share with others? (among 
social media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Yes 86% 79%

No 14% 20%

No answer 0% 1%

What are your reasons for not adjusting your privacy 
settings? (among social media users who haven’t 
changed thier privacy settings)

Parents of Teens Teens

Too difficult to find 14% 10%

Hard to understand what 
the settings do

7% 8%

I am comfortable with my 
privacy settings the way 
they are

28% 24%

Other (please specify) 48% 56%

No answer 3% 2%

How often do you read the “terms of service” on social 
networking sites, which detail about what personal data 
social networks and apps collect? (among social media 
users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Every time 18% 5%

Almost every time 18% 12%

Occasionally/Sometimes 33% 25%

Almost never 20% 22%

Never 10% 35%
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What are your reasons for not reading the terms of service? 
(among social media users who “almost never” or 
“never” read the terms of service)

Parents of Teens Teens

Hard to understand 14% 7%

Too long 8% 6%

Not interested in what 
they have to say

66% 65%

Other (please specify) 12% 21%

No answer 0% 0%

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I will 
give details about myself to a website or app to be able to get 
something that I want  (among social media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Strongly agree 8% 8%

Somewhat agree 30% 31%

Neither agree or disagree 25% 32%

Somewhat disagree 18% 17%

Strongly disagree 19% 10%

No answer 0% 1%

How concerned are you that there are fake accounts and “bots” 
on social media platforms that are used to try to sell you things 
or influence you? (among social media users)

Parents of Teens Teens

Extremely concerned 40% 18%

Very concerned 25% 20%

Moderately concerned 20% 34%

Slightly concerned 7% 14%

Not at all concerned 6% 13%

No answer 1% 1%

Do any of your teenage children between 13 to 17 years old 
use a social networking site?

Parents of Teens

Yes 78%

No 21%

No answer 1%

Do you believe that social networking companies should be 
allowed to collect teenagers’ personal data for any of the 
following reasons? (select all that apply)

Parents of Teens

To deliver better-targeted 
ads

8%

To allow for parental 
controls

45%

None of the above 49%

No answer 1%

Have you ever spoken to your teenager about how they can 
protect their privacy online?

Teens

Friends 88%

Family members 10%

Businesses/Brands 1%

How much have you heard about the recent controversy 
regarding Facebook and Cambridge Analytica?

Parent of Teens Teens

A lot 38% 38%

A little 36% 36%

Nothing at all 24% 24%

No answer 2% 2%

Has this controversy caused you to be more cautious using 
social media, more cautious using just Facebook, or has it not 
affected your social media use?

Parents of Teens Teens

More cautious about all 
social media

63% 38%

More cautious about 
Facebook, but not other 
social media

12% 26%

No effect 23% 35%

No answer 1% 1%

Gender

Parents of Teens Teens

Male 46% 50%

Female 54% 50%

Race/Ethnicity

Parents of Teens Teens

White 54% 55%

Black 17% 14%

Hispanic 19% 22%

Asian 3% 4%

Other 7% 5%

What is the last grade of school you completed?

Parents of Teens

Did not complete high 
school

4%

High school or G.E.D. 27%

Associate’s degree 10%

Some college 22%

College graduate 27%

Post graduate degree 10%

© 2018 COMMON SENSE MEDIA & SURVEYMONKEY®. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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